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Light XC wheels with impeccable 

build quality at a good price

Light, smooth, ultra-responsive 

trail-tough wheels 

Light for the price, but best for 

subtle riders on tamer trails

SPEED WHEELS
Fulcrum Red Passion 

£800

Miche 999 £1625FSA SL-K £1195

A
t just 1360g with valves, Miche’s 

new 999 wheels are the lightest 

29er sets we’ve ever tested and 

their effect on acceleration and 

overall bike agility is electrifying.

The comparatively broad (for XC at 

least) triangular section carbon rims 

infate tubelessly with just a track pump 

and don’t burp even at teen tyre 

pressures. The super thin spoke fanges 

with unique ‘basket’ design on the disc 

side have also survived a ton of trail, 

cyclocross and full-gas race miles on 

this set without any issues. The bearings 

in the carbon-shelled hubs are still fne 

and while there’s defnite fex under 

high cornering loads the two-cross 

lacing keeps them smooth and well 

damped but not sketchy.

www.chickencyclekit.co.uk

F
SA produces two wheelsets using 

the same 21.5mm internal 

width, rounded-profle tubeless 

carbon rim and straight-pull alloy 

hubs. £1300 gets you the fagship 

bladed spoke, ceramic bearing K-Force 

set, but these SLKs are signifcantly 

cheaper and just 36g heavier. Most of 

that comes from the brass nipples, 

which are less likely to seize and strip. 

While they’re the heaviest wheels here 

at 1580g, they compare well on weight 

with more expensive sets from other 

brands and they’ve got a great balance 

of solid turn and torque stiffness without 

shaking you offine. Spoke tension and 

stainless steel bearings are still perfect 

after months of mud-plugging, and 48- 

point freehub engagement is fast too. 

www.windwave.co.uk

F
ulcrum’s Red Passion wheels 

avoid the extra cost of carbon 

rims by using a shallow, low wall 

rim with extra metal machined 

away between the spokes and carbon-

shelled hubs to keep weight to a mere 

1490g. Add an alloy freehub with 

reasonably fast 36-point pick-up and 

they accelerate very quickly. Tyre sealing 

is easy and they still spin smoothly in 

bearing terms. Despite 28 spokes the 

semi-radial front wheel doesn’t feel as 

planted as the carbon wheels when 

worked hard. We warped the rear wheel 

almost immediately on relatively tame 

terrain and spoke tension has rapidly 

become random on both wheels. 

www.i-ride.co.uk
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